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A pragmatics’ view of patient identification

Valentina Lichtner,1 Julia R Galliers,2 Stephanie Wilson2

ABSTRACT

Background Patient identification is a central safety critical aspect of healthcare work. Most healthcare activities require identification of patients by healthcare staff, often in connection with the use of patient records. Indeed, the increasing reliance on electronic systems makes the correct matching of patients with their records a keystone for patient safety. Most research on patient identification has been carried out in hospital settings. The aim was to investigate the process of identification of patients and their records in the context of a primary healthcare clinic.

Method A qualitative field study was carried out at a Walk-In Centre in London (UK).

Results The identification of patients and their records was found to be a context-dependent process, both when formalised in procedures and when relying on informal practices. The authors discovered a range of formal and informal patient identifiers were used in this setting, depending on the task at hand. The theoretical lens of Pragmatics was applied to offer an explanation of this identification process.

Conclusions Context provides the cognitive scaffolding for a process of ‘suitably constrained guesswork’ about the identity of patients and their records. Implications for practice and for system design are discussed.

Practitioners and technology designers should be aware of the risk of misidentifications inherent in this natural information processing activity.

INTRODUCTION

Patient identification—that safety-critical activity of matching patients with their care, treatment and records—is a matter of context-dependent ‘suitably constrained guesswork.’ This conclusion becomes apparent when observing the daily work of healthcare staff, reading the literature and even just reflecting on our daily first-hand experience of recognising people in everyday settings. Identification of people is an everyday ubiquitous activity, and similarly, patient identification is a ubiquitous activity in healthcare settings. Most healthcare activities involve, explicitly or implicitly, identification of patients by healthcare staff, when registering patients, giving medication, discussing diagnoses, etc. Computerised or paper records may be required for these activities. The use of multiple identifiers such as names and date of birth is recommended for safe practice.2 3

Errors occur in patient identification, sometimes with serious consequences. The variety of reporting systems and categorisations, and the fact that identification mix-ups may be perceived as ‘too trivial to merit reporting’,4 hinder the collection of comprehensive statistical evidence of misidentifications of patients or their records across settings and countries. Data collected by the National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) in the UK show how, in the period February 2006 to January 2007, 24 382 cases of patients being mismatched to their care were reported, with an estimate of more than 2900 cases related to the use of wristbands.5 In addition, there is qualitative or anecdotal evidence presented in studies, reports or the news. For instance, cases of registration errors are described in Hakimzada et al,6 a barcoding near-miss in McDonald7 and a case of misidentification in the paediatric emergency department in O’Neill et al.8 The classic paper ‘The Wrong Patient,’9 is the detailed analysis of the case of a patient who was mistakenly taken for an invasive electrophysiology procedure scheduled for another patient with a similar name. At least 17 times before beginning the procedure, clinicians had the chance to check the patient’s identity and correct the mistake but failed to do so, always assuming they had the right patient. It is also not uncommon to read about cases of identification errors in the news, for instance in relation to medication errors (medications meant for another patient),10 switching of newborn babies11 or a CT scan carried out on the wrong pregnant woman.12

Solutions (technologies and protocols) exist to support correct patient identification.13 In particular, the effectiveness of wristbands and barcodes in hospital settings is widely recognised;3 ‘auto-identification’ technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) are also being increasingly applied. However, these solutions are not without their problems. Full compliance with protocols may be difficult to achieve,14 and there are risks or unintended consequences associated with the use of technology, such as data entry errors when registering patients, the ‘reliance on imperfect technical solutions as if they were perfect’ and the ‘elimination of human checking processes when automated systems are implemented.’14

Identification errors are not uncommon, but they happen in the complex context of healthcare provision where million of patients are identified correctly every day—despite their names being imperfect identifiers and their care fragmented among many practitioners. We argue that the process of patient identification—when formalised in protocols or procedures, or when relying on informal practices—depends on context. In this paper, we provide examples of how patient identification happens in practice, provide reasons for why it happens this way and suggest some implications for safety and for technology design.

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the practice of patient identification, we carried out a case study of an NHS Walk-in Centre in London (UK), with a field study
conducted in the period June to September 2006. The study was based on observations of the daily activities of the Walk-In Centre, shadowing receptionists and clinicians, and their consultations with patients. Whenever possible, the members of staff were engaged in informal conversations to clarify and confirm our understanding of their work. Written field notes were supplemented by sketches and copies of paper and computer systems in use. The anonymity of all participants was maintained: patients’ identifiers were not recorded and/or were changed when necessary. The project received Ethical Approval from the local NHS Ethics Committee. The data were analysed with the support of qualitative research software Atlas-ti, used to sort and label the data, and highlight the contextual elements affecting patient identification. More on the field study and the method for the analysis can be found in Lichtner.15

RESULTS
Setting
Walk-In Centres have been introduced in the NHS in the UK to facilitate access to healthcare. They offer ambulatory care without the need for an appointment. They are nurse-led and usually open 7 days a week. They offer treatment for minor injuries and illnesses, emergency contraception, medical prescriptions for minor ailments and advice on which other healthcare services are available—all services that do not usually require continuity of care and that can be solved with one visit.

The Walk-In Centre in this study is located in an area characterised by multiple ethnicities. It treats about 3000 patients a month and shares its space with other healthcare services. Receptionists, nurses and doctors, manage the flow of patients. The typical workflow starts with the triaging, streaming and ‘booking in’ of patients at reception, moves to the consultation with clinicians, the referral to other services and request for tests if necessary, until the patients leave and are ‘booked out’ (figure 1). The work is fast-paced, often interrupted and, as we will explain in the next section, involves several patient-identification related tasks, usually with the support of paper artefacts or computer records.

Context-dependent identification: the main workflow
Patient-identification related tasks are necessary key steps in the main workflow. These steps are centred on the production and use of a patient registration form—the ‘Booking-In Form’—and the patient electronic healthcare record. At their arrival at the Walk-In Centre, patients are asked to fill in the Booking-In Form with their biographical information, contact details and healthcare problem (this step in the process is discussed more in depth in Lichtner et al16). On the basis of the information provided by the patient in their paper Booking-In Form, the receptionist searches for an existing electronic patient record and creates a new one if no matching record is found (Step 1 in the workflow). The clinician later uses the same Booking-In Form to invite the patient to the consultation room (Step 2) and to retrieve the electronic patient record added by the receptionist to the list of ‘booked-in patients’ (the electronic queue of patients waiting to be seen) (Step 3): the clinician will select the patient record that shows the same name and date of birth, among those showing in the electronic list of booked-in patients. This electronic record is used as official documentation of the patient’s visit at the Walk-In Centre. When necessary, the patient details are copied from the Booking-In Form to prescription forms or forms to request laboratory tests (Step 4). Each one of the four steps requires matching the patient with their electronic and/or paper record. These steps are carried out following the standard rule of always applying multiple official patient identifiers when matching patients with their records: gender, date of birth, name and address. Different combinations of these identity attributes are used at the different steps. For instance, when booking in patients (Step 1), the receptionist compares the identifiers provided by the patient in the Booking-In Form with those recorded on the electronic patient record system, and accepts an existing record as the ‘right’ one only if all four of the identity attributes match. However, a range of other contextual elements arising from the interaction and the activity support the matching of patients with their records. For instance, for the receptionist, it is the process itself of comparing the information provided by the Booking-In form with the records on the computer screen that supports the retrieval of the correct record. The case below, observed at the Walk-In Centre, shows how, if the patient’s writing is difficult to read and the receptionist is not sure of the correct spelling of the patient’s name, the list of possible names appearing once a search is done with the date of birth can help:

Receptionist Ra searches for the patient record in the system. The patient name is difficult to read, but an existing record was on the system, and this helps the recognition of the right word. Ra passes the form to receptionist Rb for data entry in another electronic system. Rb has the same difficulties reading the name. Ra says to Rb: ‘you’ll find it there.’

Most patients visiting this Walk-In Centre come from an ethnic community where people often share the same name (e.g., the name Begum is very common), and large families live at the same address. Therefore, it is not uncommon for clinicians to view very similar patient records. Table 1 shows a section of the computer screen: of the list of 11 patients, two of them, close together, appeared to be very similar. The similarity of the official patient identifiers (surname and age) does not facilitate the identification of the correct patient record. The patient’s medical case, showing in the ‘reason for visiting’ provides more meaningful information.

Figure 1 Walk-In Centre workflow and main patient identification steps.
Also, the order of the records may help: clinicians expect the record for the ‘next patient’ to be on top of the list (this being consistent with the Walk-In Centre rule of seeing patients on a first-come first-served basis). A match exclusively based on official identifiers would make the identification of the correct record more difficult, since patient identity attributes, like the surname Begum, are not necessarily ‘unique’.

Yet, patient identity attributes may be considered ‘unique’ in a specific context. For instance, for some patient records shown in table 2, appearing on a specific date and time at the Walk-In Centre. The context constrains the range of potentially correct records and facilitates the identification. Incidentally, it may be interesting to note the extra elements added in the field ‘Reason for visiting,’ shown in table 2: for example ‘FT 16.15’ These are the initials of the clinician expected to call the patient for the consultation, and the time when this is expected to happen. They have been added to the electronic record as a consequence of a change in the workflow introduced in the Walk-In Centre during the field study, now requiring allocation of patients to named nurses and doctors. This contextual information constitutes an extra identifier for the identification of the correct patient record, as the clinician would now look for and match not only the patient details but also their own initials.

Other patient identification activities
In addition to the patient identification activities described above, there are several other occurrences of identification of patients and their records at the Walk-In Centre. These show how ubiquitous patient identification is and how it often happens in an undetected manner. Again, in these cases, too, context plays a key role in the identification of patients. Occurrences of patient identification outside the main workflow were observed, for example, in association with:

- clinicians discussing patients’ cases or asking for advice (within the boundaries of the Walk-In Centre);
- clinicians requesting lab results or asking for confirmation of treatments from family doctors (communication with external services, outside the boundaries of the Walk-In Centre).

Discussing and remembering patients
The identity attributes used for talking about patients and exchanging information about them within the Walk-In Centre are usually not the patient’s name but the patient’s illness, the reason for visiting or in general any event that occurred during the interaction with the patient. For instance, a nurse asking for advice would show a patient record to the doctor and say: ‘This is that bloke I drained the finger of’ (Field Note); or a doctor having problems with a patient’s record would ask a colleague: ‘did you see a patient, the one with long complicated history, diabetes’ (Field Note).

At the Walk-In Centre, patients are rarely known, or referred to, by name. Receptionists may remember patients’ names, but this is also rare. Patients do not usually come often enough to the Walk-In Centre for the members of staff to learn their names. Two episodes were observed where the patient was known by name. A receptionist was observed remembering an elderly woman’s name, as she used to visit very frequently the doctor’s surgery where the receptionist used to work. Similarly, after a few months of repeated visits by a patient going to the ‘Fast Response Unit’ based in the same clinic, a receptionist also learnt the patient’s name and was able to announce the patient by his name without asking. However, the same receptionist suggested that is easier to remember patients by their reason for visiting:

Receptionist: ‘What was her complaint (reason for visiting)? If I remember her complaint I remember.’

Names are necessary to call the patient for the consultation and retrieve patient’s recorded information, but they seem superfluous when other tasks are to be carried out. For instance:

The nurse is discussing with the receptionist the list of waiting patients, to help with the queue.

They are checking the Booking-In forms:

Receptionist: ‘the stitches is at 15.20’

Nurse: ‘that’s in 5 min’

In this exchange what is relevant is the type of healthcare problem patients were presenting, so as to allocate patients on the basis of the difficulty of the case and the time needed for the consultation. Referring to the patient’s problem provides enough information to identify the patient.

Communication with outside services
A patient’s case often requires interacting with outside services, usually requiring the correct identification of the patient in question: for example, for checking test results from the lab, or obtaining permission from a patient’s family doctor to prescribe a repeat medication. Communication with these services happens either by phone, fax or letter, possibly with preset paper forms. Multiple patient identifiers are always used. In most cases, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Reason for visiting</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Time (min) in queue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Begum</td>
<td>31 years, 6 months, 16 days</td>
<td>Swollen finger—FT 16.15</td>
<td>Minor Illness Unit</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross</td>
<td>53 years, 16 days</td>
<td>Ankle problem—EC 16.40</td>
<td>Minor Illness Unit</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>25 years, 30 days</td>
<td>Map—to—16.40</td>
<td>Minor Illness Unit</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>39 years, 9 months, 8 days</td>
<td>Prolonged bruising—FT 16.45</td>
<td>Minor Illness Unit</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Field note of 23 August 2006—patients’ details have been changed.
member of staff would support the communication with the patient’s paper and/or electronic record. In the following example, a nurse supports their request for lab tests results with paper notes, previous lab results and computer records:

The nurse is asked to check lab results for a patient.

She is holding lab test results with a small piece of paper attached (on it: patient’s date of birth, telephone number, and notes such as ‘called’).

She calls the lab: ‘I am (explains her role and where she is calling from), I am chasing results for a patient seen here’ (at Walk-In Centre).

She is asked for/answers with: Date of birth, Type of test. For the Hospital number— ‘No we don’t have it’— For the NHS number— ‘No we don’t have it.’ She gives the patient’s surname. (She waits).

She is asked for more confirmation, passed onto to another person. She stretches to the computer behind her with the phone and paper on her hands. She looks on the electronic patient record for the patient’s history of consultation.... describes history to the lab...

Pieces of paper, preset forms, computer records and printouts are props always used when formal patient identifiers are the types of identity attributes required for retrieving patient recorded information. Formal identifiers need to be written down for the member of staff to use them. Communication with services outside the Walk-In Centre always relies on official patient identifiers, yet also in this case the context supports the identification of the patient record: that is, the two NHS services share the context of ‘patients sent by the Walk-In Centre’ (without NHS numbers), ‘patient’s type of test’ and patient’s ‘medical case’ that makes the type of test relevant to the patient in question. We can expect the person on the other end of the phone to make use of all this information to match it with the lab results available on their system—limiting the list of potential matches and easing identification of the right record.

DISCUSSION
There is a series of formal and informal ways in which patients and their records are identified at the Walk-In Centre. Coding of the field notes from this study revealed different identity attributes used for patient and record identification. Not all these identifiers are actual ‘data’: the identification may rely on the person’s appearance, or the appearance of the Booking-In Form, or rather the Booking-In form or the electronic record being absent (not ready yet): ‘...his record would be towards the end (of the list), because the form was not ready’ said a clinician of a patient invited to the consultation without the support of the Booking-In form. Elements belonging to the history of the interactions with the patients are also used, especially their medical history.

Patient identification involves matching identity attributes, and this is possible when the matched attributes are of the ‘same type.’ Formal identifiers (for instance, a patient’s name) would not assist in patient identification unless they are compared with the data shown on a supporting tool (eg, a piece of paper or the Booking-In Form in this context, or wristbands in a hospital context). As shown at a shift handover in an emergency department in Australia, patient names did not afford recognition of patients:

On several occasions, we observed how incoming staff needed to ask several times ‘Who is he/she?’ when a patient’s name was mentioned, because they could not match a name with a person. In order to help out, others refreshed their memories by referring to specific characteristics such as ‘The confused woman’ or ‘The girl with the big family’.

Conversely, matching ‘informal’ identity attributes with formal identifiers also does not afford recognition—the problem authorities had with The Piano Man, an unknown confused patient, found on a beach in the UK, who played piano in the hospital:

(The co-founder of the National Missing Persons Helpline) said a European database for missing people would not have helped in (The Piano Man’s) case because ‘you need a name and strong descriptive details of the person, something the authorities did not have.’

In all cases—when sharing patients’ information with people or through electronic systems, when relying on formal or informal identity attributes—the context, relevance and similarity of the attributes used for recognition are central to the process. Pragmatics can explain how and why this is the case.

Pragmatics is a rich field of study that spans from linguistics to psychology and philosophy. Broadly speaking, pragmatics ‘is an approach to description, to information processing, thus to the construction, interpretation and communication of experience’.

It offers a context-dependent theoretical explanation of human behaviour and use of language. One of the main principles of this approach is that: ‘The meaning of an expression cannot be fully understood without understanding the context in which the expression is used.’

Context
From a pragmatics’ point of view, context is constituted by the ‘outside world’ or a person’s specific situation but also consists of a person’s assumptions and expectations and these will influence the interpretation of the information:

A context ... is not limited to information about the immediate physical environment or the immediately preceding utterances: expectations about the future, ... anecdotal memories, general cultural assumptions, beliefs about the mental state of the speaker, may all play a role in interpretation.

Context then also implies a variety of frames of reference, a multiplicity of ‘map coordinates’ of one’s vantage point.

Following this approach, ‘(th) the description of an entity is incomplete, indeed un-interpretable, unless it specifies the point of view from whence the description was undertaken.’ A sentence such as: ‘the stitches is at 15.20’ makes sense only in the context of the space and the activity where it is expressed. Here is another example, from a different healthcare context, taken from the literature:

During morning rounds ... HS (the on-call resident), who will be admitting the patients, checked his patient summary sheet and asked TK (a fellow), ‘can the trauma (patient) go to the floor?’ TK told him if they need room, then the patient can be discharged.

No matter how many other trauma patients were in the hospital at the time, the expression ‘can the trauma go to the floor’ made sense to the clinicians involved in the exchange, and the patient was successfully recognised by the single word ‘trauma.’ For the same reasons, when in a conversation we refer to someone who is present in the same room, sharing a glance may be enough to understand who the person is we are talking about—the context of our discussion as well as the glance would remove, or at least reduce, ambiguity in identification.
Relevance

Another reason why an utterance such as ‘the stitches is at 15.20’ makes sense is because the information appears to be relevant to the people involved in the interaction. Sperber and Wilson (1986) argue that human communication involves capturing someone’s attention, ‘hence to imply that the information communicated is relevant,’ and that the property of ‘relevance’ is the key to understand both human communication and cognition. Again, the idea is that the human being has to find an efficient solution to cope with the huge amount of information available in the environment:

In the immense, Herculean task of natural—biological—information processing, the bulk of the input is in fact blocked, that is, deemed—in the appropriate context—to be either irrelevant or not urgent. Only small morsels of the input, judged to be either relevant or urgent in context, are let through for further processing. The selective exercise of the mind’s contextual judgement… is the sine qua non of natural biological information processing, which is understood under severe limits: finite time, finite storage capacity, finite means.19

In any communication exchange the hearer will expect the information communicated to be relevant, and they will interpret this information on the basis of what ‘best satisfies this expectation.’20 The same is true when communication is not face to face, as in the case of a telephone conversation21 or computer-mediated communication. In the case of telephone calls, auditory information may not be sufficient for the person on the receiving side of the phone line to recognise who is calling, especially if the call appears to be ‘out of context,’ or ‘not relevant’ to the person called. Schegloff explains this phenomenon with the impact of expectations (the expected potential event): the answerers solve the recognition problem by searching not for ‘all those they know or all recognizables’ but for those who are ‘potential callers.’22

Relevance implies that human understanding is a form of ‘suitably constrained guesswork’—the constraints constitute a form of cognitive scaffolding23 and they are offered by the personal and interactional context, the human activity, the subjects’ intentions. Patient identity and record recognition based on statements such as ‘…one called Smith, got yellow marking everywhere’ (Field note) is possible because the elements used for recognition are based on shared contextual knowledge, and they are relevant to the task at hand. The sentence only makes sense to the member of staff because of the shared knowledge, the common understanding of the nurses’ work and the relevance to the expected workflow. The description of a patient identity—or of their Booking-in form with yellow marking everywhere—would be too ambiguous, or meaningless, outside the specific situation at the Walk-In Centre. Clinicians and receptionists share the same assumptions and expectations—the same ‘psychological’ context—collaborating on the Walk-In Centre workflow—sharing the same physical and working context. The exchanges are only meaningful in this context, and they are only ‘contextually relevant’ to this particular activity. Indeed, as seen in table 1, patient identity information alone can be ambiguous even within the physical context of the Walk-In Centre. While instead table 2 shows how, at a given day and time at the Walk-In Centre, context provided the tacit and necessary constraints to facilitate recognition of a patient called Begum. It reduced ambiguity in identification, reducing the number of ‘possible candidates.’

Similarity

In patient identification, the matching between attributes is done on the basis of their ‘similarity.’ This is another concept used in pragmatics, where similarity is known to be ‘a matter of degree’: ‘In principle anything can be similar to anything else… provided the appropriate context, frame, or point of view is constructed.’19 Even more then is identification a ‘matter of probability,’ the ‘likelihood’ that the matching is correct. In the case shown before, the receptionists Ra and Rb judged that, given the context and the matching of all other attributes available, the similarity between the patient name scribbled on the Booking-in Form and that shown on the electronic record system meant that this was the correct patient record.

Potential for identification errors

Because of the role of context in human communication, ‘a mismatch between the context envisaged by the speaker and the one actually used by the hearer may result in a misunderstanding.’20 A doctor recounted in a court hearing in the UK:

…I was leaving the ICU, and I was approached by the surgical senior house officer who said, ‘We’ve seen the patient and we’ll be taking over his care,’ and as he was the only referral I had made, I assumed she was talking about him. (Doctor’s statement reported in Pinch.24)

The senior house officer was in fact talking about another patient. The case is reported in a news article entitled: ‘Death of a patient lost in the hospital system,’ as the misunderstanding meant that the patient in question was not taken care of and later died. The assumption over the identity of the patient was made on the basis of context and relevance of the interaction: the exchange happened in the ICU, where the doctor had made a referral for one patient only, and they expected this to be acted upon. Similar reasoning is an everyday practice, when we refer to things or people by pronouns assuming they have been ‘previously identified.’25

Mix-ups with the use of formal identifiers—especially names—are associated with the fact that given the context (a ward at a given time, a waiting room, etc), we expect patient names to be unique even though they are not. There are numerous cases of patients mix-ups due to similarity of names reported in the literature and in the news: ‘Patients with similar names present challenges to the best-functioning healthcare systems.’ As pointed out in Cummins,26 the ‘extraordinary’ coincidences of patients with similar names are in fact ‘ordinary.’ At the Walk-In Centre, the similarity of two patients’ names led one doctor to mistake one patient record for the other:

The doctor goes to reception to get the form for the next patient. The doctor—rushing back to his room with the form in his hand: ‘I got the wrong form! Because they have the same name.’

Researcher: How did you realise?

Doctor: ‘I didn’t realise. It’s just the next patient is the same patient!’

Relying on the patient’s surname for matching patients with their forms and for selecting patients’ records can lead to mix-ups as we assess the similarity of the identifiers available and think we have the right record when we have not. The wider range and greater number of identity attributes used (eg, age, but also reason for visiting, allocated time and allocated clinician, the position of the record in the list, etc), the more elements are provided for a correct ‘guess’ and for detection of record mix-ups.
CONCLUSIONS

In patient identification, the similarity and contextual relevance of the identifying attributes are the basis for the matching of patients with their care, treatment, samples and records. The matching is a process of ‘educated guesswork’ supported by contextual constraints and expectations—for example, the range of potential patients for matching is limited to ‘those waiting to be seen’ at any given time and the relevance of the information to the task at hand. Furthermore, the correctness of the matching is assessed on the basis of the overall set of formal and informal identifiers in context, rather than each specific one on its own. Awareness should be raised of the dangers inherent in this natural information processing activity, among both practitioners and technology designers.

From a healthcare delivery perspective, these findings support a recommendation that practitioners should be familiar with their patients. It is possible that the better the clinician knows a patient, the more identity attributes and contextual cues they would have at their disposal for the probabilistic matching that takes place in the identification process. Hence, the less likely it is that the patient would be the subject of misidentification. Conversely, the less a patient is known (for instance when patients become ‘invisible’), the more limited the set of attributes used for the matching. In particular, there is then an increased reliance on formal identifiers not supported by other contextual cues, leading to an increased likelihood of identification errors. A study commissioned by the NPSA found that ‘all interventions to improve the personal knowledge of patients, such as the named nurse principle, or a reduced number of patients per nurse appear to be useful.’

There is an established literature on safety checks, redundancy and other techniques aimed at safeguarding against ‘normal errors’ in complex, highly coupled environments. These safety checks are often already inbuilt in today’s healthcare practice and contribute to the prevention of hazards. It might also be possible to apply a reliability approach based on ‘distributed knowledge’ and ‘shared awareness’ of the patient identity. Falzon proposes building reliability of the system as a collective development process based on ‘the permanent sharing, discussion and construction of knowledge about work, work situations, and rules for decision-making.’ In the distributed healthcare environment, the problem of guaranteeing correct patient identification may find a further solution in strengthening group awareness and shared knowledge. It is not just the single practitioner’s knowing of the patient that supports correct identification but the shared knowledge of that patient. A limited example of this was observed at the Walk-In Centre when the receptionists intervened to make sure that clinicians called the correct patient to the consultation. The unplanned collaboration between receptionist and clinician in the task of ‘calling the patient’ allowed for the detection of an identification error (calling the wrong patient with respect to the specific Booking-In Form).

In terms of design of electronic record systems, this study suggests that technology should be designed to support patient identification as a context-dependent cognitive process. Since context is not just the outside environment but also an individual’s assumptions, and since patients and their information travel across different contexts, this issue may be more complex than at first appears. How can we build computerised systems that support contextual patient identification across changes in contexts: both ‘physical context,’ for instance when the patient is moved from ward to ward, and ‘technical context,’ when the patient is known in person but it is then their disembodied record that is recognised on a computer screen?

The NHS undertook an initiative, in collaboration with Microsoft, for a standard common user interface design that should provide a well-designed, always-visible, ‘patient banner’ in electronic patient records. This is a greatly needed improvement over the design of some healthcare systems that we have observed in practice: some show very limited patient identifiers; others hide them all together once the record has been selected. The need for contextual patient identification in electronic records was acknowledged in the first release of the design guidelines developed by Microsoft for the patient banner (later modified), although this was described only as ‘useful information’:

In certain contexts, the user should be able to discover other ‘temporary’ information that could be used as supplementary identification information, such as ward, bed number, consultant responsible, and nurse caring for them this shift. This however, might be seen as ‘useful’ information as opposed to patient ‘identification information.’

We argue that this information is not only useful but indeed necessary to support the identification of the correct record and to detect and correct any record mix-ups.
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